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“Preserving the Past while Building the Future.”

Celebrating 132 Years of Service
A note from the Siewers Family…

It is very hard to even type the words “summer is coming to a close”. Where did the
summer season go? We hope your summer has been enjoyable and that you’ve had the
opportunity to spend some down time with friends and family!
We have some exciting news…Our website, www.siewers.com has been completely redone. It has never looked better and we are very proud of its new look! It is also a little
easier to navigate and the entire Moulding Catalogue is online. We have all of our stock
moulding profiles on the site as well as many new profiles that have never been published
before. In conjunction with the 600 new profiles online, we have them in our newest
edition of our Architectural Moulding Profiles Book, which is like the Green Moulding
Book, but with a Pale Yellow Cover. Be sure to check out our website and moulding
profiles at www.siewers.com and ask for the newest release of the (Pale Yellow)
Architectural Moulding Book next time you are at the front counter! Please call us if you
want us to mail you a copy at 358-2103.
We are already planning for “Cold & Flu Season!” Siewers will once again offer Flu
Shots this fall! Mark your calendars for September 27th. Contact Lauren at 358-2103 or
laurenf@siewers.com and let her know how many people from your firm will be getting
the shot this year!
Thank you for your readership and patronage. Again, we value your feedback and would
love to hear from you about any needs, concerns or suggestions!

-The Siewers Family
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Contractor News

Great Way to Filter Through Leads and Get Better Remodeling
Customers By Shawn McCadden
With the Remodeling marketplace booming this spring and predictions of close to a 10%
increase in remodeling spending this year over last, there will be plenty of work out
there for remodeling contractors in 2016. With the surge in mind, I have been coaching
my contractor clients to be smart about how they do business. I have been stressing that
they should take advantage of this surge by being selective about the customers they
choose to work with and by raising their margins now before they get too booked up and
regret becoming unavailable. If this makes sense to you and for your business, read on to
find out how to do fewer sales calls but at the same time close higher margin deals.
Agree on an agenda before committing to a sales call.
Before you even commit to a sales call, get your prospect’s commitment to discuss and
commit to an agenda for the first sales call. Doing so can help you control the sales call
as well as how your valuable and limited time will be invested.
The agenda should include the things they want to accomplish as well as the things you
want to accomplish at that first meeting. If you can’t or won’t agree to what they want to
accomplish, or they won’t agree to what you want to accomplish, then simply let them
know you won’t be able to help them.
These three things should be part of your agenda.
After you hear and approve of the items they want on the agenda, ask permission to share
the items you want on the agenda. You can include anything you want on your agenda
but make sure at a minimum you get a commitment to discuss these three things before
asking them if it still makes sense to invite you over:
Can we talk about why you want to do your project?
You will need to know this info to create a unique solution and to have confidence in
what you suggest to them when discussing options. You will also need to know this
information to avoid becoming a commodity contractor by just giving them a price on
what they thought they needed. You know, just like pretty much every commodity
contractor does every day.
Can we talk about your budget for this project?
Let them know you will either need to get a realistic budget from them in order to help
them, or that you can let them know what they should assume for a budget. But, be clear
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that a requirement of getting together will be to discuss and decide if there is a fit
between their budget and the scope of work they would like completed.
Can we talk about how you plan to make your decisions?
You need to get their commitment to discuss how they will decide about important
project details as well as which contractor they will ultimately partner with. If you don’t
know how they plan to make these decisions, how can you possibly help them make
decisions and why should you be surprised when they don’t or can’t decide?
If they don’t know how they plan to make decisions, think of it as your job to help them
figure that out. That alone can help differentiate you from the commodity contractors.
Setting the agenda shows you’re serious and filters out the commodity buyers
Many of my consulting clients are now using what I call “the agenda step” as a way to
prequalify who they are willing to visit. By creating this agenda they essentially give
their prospects some homework to do to get ready for the visit. After my clients get good
at setting the agenda, they experience much better close ratios and they all report selling
to much better customers. They also report most of these better customers are also
willing to pay higher prices.
After setting the appointment, several of my clients even send a follow-up appointment
confirmation email documenting the agreed agenda.

U.S. Siding Demand to Rise 5.6 Percent Annually Through 2019
A new report from Freedonia Group forecasts that U.S. demand for siding will grow
5.6% per year to 100 million squares in 2019, valued at $10.7 billion. A rebound in
building construction activity, in particular double-digit gains in housing completions,
will stimulate siding demand in the new residential market, which is expected to become
the largest siding market by 2019.
U.S. siding demand will also benefit from a turnaround in the residential replacement
segment. Homeowners and landlords who postponed or canceled re-siding projects in the
aftermath of the 2007-2009 recession will now be able to undertake them.
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By Michael Stone

A note we recently received:
How would you handle this situation? You know a client is getting 3 bids, you've
made your presentation with your detailed, multi-page contract outlining your
approach to the job etc., but they still want to wait until all bids are in. But they
want to keep your detailed paperwork "to look over". Do you leave it with them? Or,
do you simply provide a one-page quote with them?
Short answer: don't leave paperwork. Long answer: this shouldn't happen.
Generally speaking, when potential clients don't want to make a commitment but want to
keep your paperwork, they intend to shop it around. That is not always true, but it is true
enough of the time that I don't think you should leave anything (except marketing
materials) unless you're willing to let your sales to leads ratio slip to one in seven, eight
or nine sales calls.
If you follow the steps we outline in our book, Profitable Sales; A Contractor's Guide,
getting involved with the three-bids game and then hoping for the best can be prevented.
Our book suggests an alternative approach. The first time they mention other contractors,
you need to walk through the contractor of choice routine. If you do this correctly, they'll
be comparing all the other companies to you. You want to be their contractor of choice.
We discussed this last week.
You need to have the strength to tell them, "Here is how we work!" Explain how you
approach their type of job. You should get paid for helping to design their job, doing the
estimate, getting all the supplier and subcontractor quotes assembled, writing up all the
necessary paperwork and helping them get their selections done before you create the
contract for the work.
Make your presentation, which includes ballpark price ranges when you're asking for
their budget and if they don't want to make that commitment, move on. You won't make a
profit asking for their budget. Ask to move to a design agreement or letter of intent,
providing free estimates or giving them advice or ideas on how to build their job.
If they've made a commitment to you, there shouldn't be an issue about waiting for
additional bids to come in. They've already committed, so when you sit down to present
your firm fixed price and written contract, they're ready to go.
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Now, this primarily applies to remodeling projects, where developing a firm fixed price
can take a significant amount of time and trouble on your part. If you're a specialty
contractor, it's a little different.
The sales process is the same, including the four questions outlined in the book Profitable
Sales. If they won't answer your questions, they aren't serious about the project; they're
just shopping for a price or advice on how to get the project done. It's time to move on.
If they're serious about doing the project and you can quickly ballpark a rough figure
(e.g., siding, window replacements, painting, roofing), then share that with them. If
they're ready to sign a contract, then put one together and expect them to sign it.
I'm opposed to creating written documents specific to a project without getting a
commitment first. If you've created those documents and they aren't willing to sign, don't
leave the papers behind.
I need to add a warning that applies to all our articles on sales. You won't discover all you
need to know about approaching a sales call here. It isn't possible to cover everything.
We're only touching the highlights of a sales call.
I don't push our products heavily, but don't expect to be able to handle all the issues that
can arise without reading the book. Learning to sell your services takes time and practice;
it's not something that can be mastered quickly or by only reading selected articles.
Remember that you're in business to provide a service and make a profit doing it. That's
why it's important to get paid for what you do and the services you provide.
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Siewers New Products
If you have been on any of Siewers’ Social Media Accounts like Facebook, you will
know that we are enhancing our Hardware Lines at Siewers Lumber. We are teaming up
with Emery Waterhouse out of Portland, Maine, who will be supplying us with our
hardware moving forward.
We will be carrying all the items you have been accustomed to getting at Siewers like
Abatron, Advanced Repair Technology, Jam Sills, Cortex Fasteners and TP-10
Adhesives but we will be adding new lines too. Some of the new lines to check out next
time you are in are Kreg Tools & Fasteners, LE Johnson Door Hardware, Power Tools,
Pneumatic Branded Tools & Fasteners, Fein Oscillating Tools & Blades, Freud & Irwin
Power Tool Accessories, LedgerLOK Structural Wood Screws and an assortment of
Hand Tools. We are also now stocking the premium line of Old Masters Stains &
Polyurethanes, Penofin Exterior Stains, Spray Paints, Patch & Repair products, Paint
Applicators, Drop Cloths & Abrasives.
Take some time next time you come into Siewers Lumber to get acquainted with all of
these new lines. Please feel free to let us know if there is something that you don’t see
that you would like us to consider adding to our assortments.

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR: If for any reason you cannot open any of our links,
please contact me at 358-2103 or laurenf@siewers.com, and I will resend or copy the
link information. Thank You!
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Feel Lucky!

Be sure and bring your business card next time
you visit Siewers. Just drop it into the glass fish
bowl on the counter to enter a monthly drawing.
Good Luck!!!
Congratulations to Bill Noxon our
August winner!

Siewers will be closed Monday, Sept. 5th for Labor Day.
We will reopen at 7:30 am on Tuesday, Sept. 6th. Have a
safe holiday!

Get ready for the cold season! Siewers will offer Flu
Shots on Sept. 27th at 7:30. Reserve your spot with
Lauren today!
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Economy Snap Shot……….

Unemployment
Rate – Entire U.S.
4.9%
4.9%
5.3%

July 2016
Prior Month – June 2016
Prior Year – July 2015

Gallon ($)
Of Gas
$2.14
$2.28
$2.66

July 31, 2016
Prior Month – June 2016
Prior Year – July 2015

Consumer
Confidence
(Indexed to value
of 100 in 1985)
97.3
93.0
91.0

Total Housing
Starts/Seasonally
Adjusted Annual
Rate
1,211,000
1,186,000
1, 147,000

Existing Home
Sales
N/A
5,570,000
5,480.000

National Avg.
Mortgage Rate
3.44
3.57
4.05

Market Summary
Aug. 16 , 2016

1/01/16

7/31/15

18,588

17,425

17,690

NASDAQ

5,238

5,027

5,128

S&P 500

2,181

2,047

2,104

DOW

Long & Foster Market Minute / July 2016
New Listings

2,310

Median Sales Price

$230,000

Current Contracts 1,933

Days on Market

45

Sold vs. List

Months of Supply

3.4

99.3%
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Company Mission
To serve the needs of contractors and do-it-yourselfers.

“I will always be safe from the random hurricanes of outcome as long as I never
forget where I rightfully live.” Elizabeth Gilbert
Siewers Lumber & Millwork
1901 Ellen Road
Richmond, VA 23230
Phone: (804) 358-2103 Fax: (804) 359-6986
Hours:
Monday – Friday
7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Visit our “newly remodeled” website for product and general information at

www.siewers.com
&
also on Facebook at Siewers Lumber & Millwork

Share with others. . . . . . .
If you know someone that would like to receive our “Siewers Newsletter”,
have them email me at laurenf@siewers.com and we will add them to our
distribution list.
….Next issue September 21st
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